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By Meggie Hermanson ii,'i" Photography by Nathan Sayers

tr&xard,ilx*g &h* wi,gfra€ paxi,aa€at eFssr* can be challenging-and with tons of shoes on the market,

there's a lot to consider. Of course, the best way to find the perfect pair is to try them on, but one trick to getting

a great fit is determinlng your foot's shape and choosing a shoe that complements tt. Dance Splrlt asked

Josephine Lee, expert pointe shoe fitter and owner of Dancer's Choice Dance Supply in Irvine, CA, to walk us

through the best shoes for each foot shape.
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DESCRIPTION An Egyptian

foot has a long big toe. The

rest of the toes decrease in
size as you move outward
on the foot.

BEST TYPE OF SHOE

Tapered. This shape

keeps pressure off the

big toe by distributing
weight to the shorter

ones.

SUGGESTED SHOES

Grishko Nova.

Freed Classic.

Gaynor Minden
Sleek .
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DESCRIPTION

A Greek foot has

a longer second

toe.

BEST TYPE OF SHOE

Siightly tapered.

This shape can

help alleviate
pressure on the

second toe, but

has enough width
to accommodate

the rest of the toes.

SUGGESTED SHOES

56 Danqa SD40,

Sansha Lvrica
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DESCRIPTION A Peasant
foot has even-length toes.

BEST TYPE OF SHOE

A broad, square box

helps distribute weight

evenly over all the

toes.

SUGGESTED SHOES

Rloch Eurostretch,

Mirella Whisper,

Capezio Airess
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